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French Wine Guide Book
The remarkable untold story of France’s courageous, clever vinters who
protected and rescued the country’s most treasured commodity from
German plunder during World War II. "To be a Frenchman means to fight
for your country and its wine." –Claude Terrail, owner, Restaurant La Tour
d’Argent In 1940, France fell to the Nazis and almost immediately the
German army began a campaign of pillaging one of the assets the French
hold most dear: their wine. Like others in the French Resistance,
winemakers mobilized to oppose their occupiers, but the tale of their
extraordinary efforts has remained largely unknown–until now. This is the
thrilling and harrowing story of the French wine producers who undertook
ingenious, daring measures to save their cherished crops and bottles as
the Germans closed in on them. Wine and War illuminates a compelling,
little-known chapter of history, and stands as a tribute to extraordinary
individuals who waged a battle that, in a very real way, saved the spirit of
France.
This comprehensive wine atlas leaves no centimeter of terroir unexplored.
After a thorough introduction to France, French winemaking and the
concept of terroir, Jefford (Wine Tastes Wine Styles) gets to the heart of
the matter with lengthy chapters on each of France's 14 regions. Each of
these consists of an overview of the region and its history, profiles of the
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area's major winemakers, a description of the land and listings and
descriptions of the local wineries. Some of the latter are lengthy, while
others are brief, but all include an address and phone number, making
this book useful as a guidebook as well. Jefford is refreshingly
opinionated: the Loire Valley is in the throes of a "long and refined stone
age," while Zind-Humbrecht in Alsace is the domain "most emblematic of
the New France as a whole." The effort here is encyclopedic, but the
writing rises above the usual dry discussion, comparing the quest to
understand Burgundy to doing crossword puzzles. Even the most matterof-fact information is presented with a certain flair: in a description of the
Rhone Valley, Jefford explains that the area's mistral wind is both
destructive and useful, in that it blows away "fugs and fungal diseases."
Numerous maps and photographs-including portraits of the winemakers
profiled-and a full list of vintages round out this entertaining addition to
its field.
The best introductory book on wine to come along in years” (The
Washington Post) from the creators of the award-winning Wine Folly
website Red or white? Cabernet or merlot? Light or bold? What to pair
with food? Drinking great wine isn’t hard, but finding great wine does
require a deeper understanding of the fundamentals. Wine Folly: The
Essential Guide to Wine will help you make sense of it all in a unique
infographic wine book. Designed by the creators of the Wine Folly website,
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which has won Wine Blogger of the Year from the International Wine &
Spirits Competition, this book combines sleek, modern information design
with data visualization and gives readers pragmatic answers to all their
wine questions, including: • Detailed taste profiles of popular and underthe-radar wines. • A guide to pairing food and wine. • A wine-region
section with detailed maps. • Practical tips and tricks for serving wine. •
Methods for tasting wine and identifying flavors. Packed with information
and encouragement, Wine Folly: The Essential Guide to Wine will
empower your decision-making with practical knowledge and give you
confidence at the table.
A completely hand-painted guide on French wines. In this busy age when
nobody has the time to read volumes, this is a book filled with colorful
illustrations with a bit of history, a bit of fun facts, on how to read French
wine labels and the major wine-producing regions in France. Bordeaux?
Bourgogne? Château? Domaine? Rosé? All explained in an Urban
Sketching style.
You Had Me at Pet-Nat
The New Wine Rules
A Genuinely Helpful Guide to Everything You Need to Know
A Complete Guide to Contemporary French Wine
The Oxford Companion to Wine
The French Wine Bible
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The World Atlas of Wine

Robert V. Camuto s interest in wine turned into a passion when
he moved to France and began digging into local soils and
cellars. Corkscrewed recounts Camuto s journey through France s
myriad regions and how the journey brought about a profound
change in everything he believed about wine. The world of great
wines was once dominated by great Bordeaux ch'teaux. As those
ch'teaux were bought up by moguls and international
corporations, the heart of French winemaking moved into the
realm of small producers, whose wines reflect the stunning
diversity of regional environment, soil, and culture terroir. In
this book we follow Camuto across France as he works harvesting
grapes in Alsace, learns about wine and bombs in Corsica, and
eats and drinks his way through the world s greatest bacchanalia
in Burgundy. Along the route he discovers a new generation of
winemakers who have rejected chemicals, additives, and
technologically altered wines. His book charts an odyssey into
this new world of French wine, a world of biodynamic
winegrowing, herbal treatments, lunar cycles, and grape
varieties long ago dismissed as difficult. A celebration of the
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diversity that makes French wine more than a mere commodity,
Camuto s work is a delightful look beyond the supermarket to the
various flavors offered by the true vintners of France.
The Essential Guide to Turkish Wine is the first book of its
kind to introduce wine lovers, wine curious, and adventurous
gourmet travelers to the sweeping landscape of Turkish wine.
Offering a plethora of new grapes for wine lovers to explore,
the Turkish wine industry has been on the fringes but is
emerging as a real player. Through narration, photography, and
unique graphics, the book: Introduces readers to Turkey's long
winemaking history and traditions; Provides comprehensive
descriptions of native Turkish wine grapes; Tells the story of
Turkey's wine producers; Provides winery contact information to
help you plan your visits; Suggests places to drink and buy wine
in Istanbul; And more! Created by a wine loving expat living in
Turkey, The Essential Guide to Turkish Wine is a friendly and
casual guide intended for everyone from the wine neophyte to
those in the industry. It's time to give Turkish wines the
attention they deserve.
Acclaimed wine writer Jon Bonné explains everything you need to
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know about wine in simple, easy-to-digest tidbits. For example:
A wine's price rarely reflects its quality. You can drink rosé
any time of year. Don't save a great bottle for anything more
than a rainy day. Enjoy! -- Adapted from back cover.
Looks at an event held in 1976 in which French judges, during a
blind taste-test, chose unknown California wines to be superior
to France's best wines. Reprint. 50,000 first printing.
Corkscrewed
A Wine Buyer's Tour of France
Adventures in the New French Wine Country
Bordeaux
Grape Expectations
Its Wines, and the Claret Country
A Natural Wine-Soaked Memoir
From the publisher of Pipette Magazine, discover a natural wine-soaked memoir about finding
your passion—and falling in love. It was Rachel Signer's dream to be that girl: the one smoking
hand-rolled cigarettes out the windows of her 19th-century Parisian studio apartment, wearing
second-hand Isabel Marant jeans and sipping a glass of Beaujolais redolent of crushed roses
with a touch of horse mane. Instead she was an under-appreciated freelance journalist and
waitress in New York City, frustrated at always being broke and completely miserable in love.
When she tastes her first pétillant-naturel (pét-nat for short), a type of natural wine made with
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no additives or chemicals, it sets her on a journey of self-discovery, both deeply personal and
professional, that leads her to Paris, Italy, Spain, Georgia, and finally deep into the wilds of
South Australia and which forces her, in the face of her "Wildman," to ask herself the hard
question: can she really handle the unconventional life she claims she wants? Have you ever
been sidetracked by something that turned into a career path? Did you ever think you were
looking for a certain kind of romantic partner, but fell in love with someone wild, passionate and
with a completely different life? For Signer, the discovery of natural wine became an
introduction to a larger ethos and philosophy that she had long craved: one rooted in
egalitarianism, diversity, organics, environmental concerns, and ancient traditions. In You Had
Me at Pét-Nat, as Signer begins to truly understand these revolutionary wine producers
upending the industry, their deep commitment to making their wine with integrity and with as
little intervention as possible, she is smacked with the realization that unless she faces, headon, her own issues with commitment, she will not be able to live a life that is as freewheeling,
unpredictable, and singular as the wine she loves.
Wine drinking culture in France has traditionally been a source of pride for the French and in
an age of concerns about the dangers of ‘binge-drinking’, a major cause of jealousy for the
British. Wine drinking and the culture associated with it are, for many, an essential part of what
it means to be French, but they are also part of a national construction. Described by some as
a national product, or as a ‘totem drink’, wine and its attendant cultures supposedly
characterise Frenchness in much the same way as being born in France, fighting for liberty or
speaking French. Yet this traditional picture is now being challenged by economic, social and
political forces that have transformed consumption patterns and led to the fragmentation of
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wine drinking culture.
Published in 1994 to worldwide acclaim, the first edition of Jancis Robinson's seminal volume
immediately attained legendary status, winning every major wine book award including the
Glenfiddich and Julia Child/IACP awards, as well as writer and woman of the year accolades
for its editor on both sides of the Atlantic. Combining meticulously-researched fact with
refreshing opinion and wit, The Oxford Companion to Wine presents almost 4,000 entries on
every wine-related topic imaginable, from regions and grape varieties to the owners,
connoisseurs, growers, and tasters in wine through the ages; from viticulture and oenology to
the history of wine, from its origins to the present day. The 187 esteemed contributors
(including over 50 new to this edition) range from internationally renowned academics to some
of the most famous wine writers and wine specialists in the world. Now exhaustively updated,
this fourth edition incorporates the very latest international research to present over 350 new
entries on topics ranging from additives and wine apps to WSET and Zelen. Over 60 per cent
of all entries have been revised; and useful lists and statistics are appended, including a
unique list of the world's controlled appellations and their permitted grape varieties, as well as
vineyard area, wine production and consumption by country. Illustrated with almost 30 updated
maps of every important wine region in the world, many useful charts and diagrams, and 16
stunning colour photographs, this Companion is unlike any other wine book, offering an
understanding of wine in all of its wider contexts--notably historical, cultural, and scientific--and
serving as a truly companionable point of reference into which any wine-lover can dip and
browse. New to this editionComprehensively revised and updated throughout Over 350 brandnew entries Significant new updates on hundreds of topics such as China, screwcaps, and the
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origins of viniculture Impressive global coverage of wine regions, including new entries on
Alaska, Lesotho, Norway, and Tahiti Includes brand-new colour photographs and black and
white line drawings Maps of wine regions have been updated
With full details of the makers and winemaking styles of over 140 domaines, this is the fullest,
most authoritative and truly penetrating analysis available of this complex wine region. Fully
revised Third Edition.
Decoding French Wine
The French Terroir
A Complete Guide to the Wines and Spirits of the World
Bettane and Desseauve's Guide to the Wines of France
Wine and War
Natural Wine for the People
Wine Folly

For the second year, the new edition of the Gilbert &
Gaillard Wine Guide is available in English for wine lovers
all over the world. Over the past twenty years, The Gilbert
& Gaillard Wine Guide has built a solid reputation in
France. The reason it’s so successful is simple: all the
wines presented are tasted according to the same protocol,
ensuring a rigorous and impartial selection. The samples
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that are sent by the producers are blind tasted by Gilbert &
Gaillard and their team. There are more than five thousand
wines selected, along with their wine comments, their notes,
and recommendations on how to serve them. All the crus class
and the most prestigious wines are present, but there are
also many smaller less well-known wine growers to discover
too. Each wine-growing region is represented along with a
detailed map. The Gilbert & Gaillard Wine Guide is the
essential guide to discovering French wines.
A tour of the French winemaking regions to illustrate how
the soil, underlying bedrock, relief, and microclimate shape
the personality of a wine. For centuries, France has long
been the world’s greatest wine-producing country. Its wines
are the global gold standard, prized by collectors, and its
winemaking regions each offer unique tasting experiences,
from the spice of Bordeaux to the berry notes of the Loire
Valley. Although grape variety, climate, and the skill of
the winemaker are essential in making good wine, the
foundation of a wine’s character is the soil in which its
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grapes are grown. Who could better guide us through the
relationship between the French land and the wine than a
geologist, someone who deeply understands the science behind
the soil? Enter scientist Charles Frankel. In Land and Wine,
Frankel takes readers on a tour of the French winemaking
regions to illustrate how the soil, underlying bedrock,
relief, and microclimate shape the personality of a wine.
The book’s twelve chapters each focus in-depth on a
different region, including the Loire Valley, Alsace,
Burgundy, Champagne, Provence, the Rhône valley, and
Bordeaux, to explore the full meaning of terroir. In this
approachable guide, Frankel describes how Cabernet Franc
takes on a completely different character depending on
whether it is grown on gravel or limestone; how Sauvignon
yields three different products in the hills of Sancerre
when rooted in limestone, marl, or flint; how Pinot Noir
will give radically different wines on a single hill in
Burgundy as the vines progress upslope; and how the soil of
each château in Bordeaux has a say in the blend ratios of
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Merlot and Cabernet-Sauvignon. Land and Wine provides a
detailed understanding of the variety of French wine as well
as a look at the geological history of France, complete with
volcanic eruptions, a parade of dinosaurs, and a menagerie
of evolution that has left its fossils flavoring the
vineyards. Both the uninitiated wine drinker and the
confirmed oenophile will find much to savor in this fun
guide that Frankel has spiked with anecdotes about
winemakers and historic wine enthusiasts—revealing which
kings, poets, and philosophers liked which wines best—while
offering travel tips and itineraries for visiting the
wineries today.
Announcing the completely revised and updated edition of The
Wine Bible, the perennial bestselling wine book praised as
“The most informative and entertaining book I’ve ever seen
on the subject” (Danny Meyer), “A guide that has all the
answers” (Bobby Flay), “Astounding” (Thomas Keller), and “A
magnificent masterpiece of wine writing” (Kevin Zraly). Like
a lively course from an expert teacher, The Wine Bible
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grounds the reader deeply in the fundamentals while layering
on informative asides, tips, amusing anecdotes, definitions,
glossaries, photos (all new for this edition), maps, labels,
and recommended bottles. Karen MacNeil’s information comes
directly through primary research; for this second edition
she has tasted more than 10,000 wines and visited dozens of
wine regions around the world. New to the book are wines of
China, Japan, Mexico, and Slovenia. And through it all the
reader becomes ever more informed—and, because of the
author’s unique voice, always entertained: “In great years
Pétrus is ravishing, elegant, and rich—Ingrid Bergman in red
satin.” Or, describing a Riesling: “A laser beam. A sheet of
ice. A great crackling bolt of lightning.”
A compact illustrated guide to the emerging and enormously
popular category of natural wine, a style that focuses on
minimal intervention, lack of additives, and organic and
biodynamic growing methods. Today, wine is more favored and
consumed that it's ever been in the United States--and
millennials are leading the charge, drinking more wine than
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any other generation in history. Many have been pulled in by
the tractor beam of natural wine--that is, organic or
biodynamic wine made with nothing added, and nothing taken
away--a movement that has completely rocked the wine
industry in recent years. While all of the hippest
restaurants and wine bars are touting their natural wine
lists, and while more and more consumers are calling for
natural wine by name, there is still a lot of confusion
about what exactly natural wine is, where to find it, and
how to enjoy it. In Natural Wine for the People, James Beard
Award-winner Alice Feiring sets the record straight,
offering a pithy, accessible guide filled with easy
definitions, tips and tricks for sourcing the best wines,
whimsical illustrations, a definitive list to the must-know
producers and bottlings, and an appendix with the best shops
and restaurants specializing in natural wine across the
country, making this the must-buy and must-gift wine book of
the year.
Wines and Vineyards of France
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What It Is, Where to Find It, How to Love It
A Beginner's Guide to Enjoying the Fruits of the French
Terroir
The Arizona Wine Guide
A Family's Vineyard Adventure in France
The Essential Wine Book
An Encyclopedia of the Wines and Domaines of France
This book is the result of years of study and research by 70 of France's leading
oenologists, academics, journalists and restauranteurs. The main body of the
work consists of an A-Z listing of the wines, appellations and grape varieties.
Some features of the book are: that it gives a detailed tasting profile of every wine
produced in the top two categories (AOC and VDQS); has in-depth information on
the structure and operation of the French wine trade and has extensive essays on
the wine regions, overlooked in other books, like the Jura and Corsica. In addition,
there are feature articles on all aspects of wine cultivation and appreciation.
Robert V. Camuto sets out across modern Southern Italy in search of the "Southness" that defined his youthful experience and views the world through wine, food,
and families.
Describes the wines produced in each region of France, discusses grape
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varieties, and explains the French control system
The world's best-selling annual wine guide. Hugh Johnson's Pocket Wine Book is
the essential reference book for everyone who buys wine - in shops, restaurants,
or on the internet. Now in its 45th year of publication, it has no rival as the
comprehensive, up-to-the-minute annual guide. It provides clear succinct facts
and commentary on the wines, growers and wine regions of the whole world. It
reveals which vintages to buy, which to drink and which to cellar, which growers
to look for and why. Hugh Johnson's Pocket Wine Book gives clear information on
grape varieties, local specialities and how to match food with wines that will bring
out the best in both. This latest edition of Hugh Johnson's Pocket Wine Book
includes a colour supplement: The Ten Best Things About Wine Right Now.
Essential French Wine
A Guide to 500 Leading Vineyards
French Wine Scholar Study Manual
A National Myth or a Modern Passion?
The new edition of the no 1 best-selling wine guide
An Exploration of One of the Oldest and Most Unexpected Wine Countries
The Essential Guide to Wine
"Featuring wines from old world regions such as France, Italy, Spain, and
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Germany to new world wines from the United States, Australia, New Zealand,
Chile, and more, The Essential Wine Book tells you what to drink and why.
Beginning with foundational information about making wine, tasting it, and
understanding terroir, wine expert and journalist Zachary Sussman then gives an
overview of the most important and interesting wine regions today--both old
world and new"-Filled with vivid descriptions of delicious wines, great food, and stunning views,
this is a unique insight into the world of the winemaker, and a story of passion,
dedication, and loveWhen Caro and Sean find the perfect 10-hectare vineyard in
Saussignac, it seems like their dreams of becoming winemakers in the south of
France are about to come true. But they arrive in France with their young family
(a toddler and a newborn) to be faced with a dilapidated 18th-century farmhouse
and an enterprise that may never, ever make them a living. Undeterred by mouse
infestations, a leaking roof, treacherous hordes of insects, visits from the local
farm "police," and a nasty accident with an agricultural trimmer, Caro and Sean
set about transforming their "beyond eccentric" winery into a successful business
as they embark on the biggest adventure of their lives—learning to make wine
from the roots up.
A field guide to the new world of wine, featuring an overview of today’s most
exciting regions and easy-to-use advice on properly tasting wine, discovering
under-the-radar gems, and finding the perfect bottle for any occasion.
Highlighting wines from old world regions such as France, Italy, Spain, and
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Germany to new world wines from the United States, Australia, New Zealand,
Chile, and more, The Essential Wine Book tells you what to drink and why.
Beginning with foundational information about how wine is made, how to taste it,
and how to understand terroir, wine expert and journalist Zachary Sussman then
gives an overview of the most important and interesting wine regions today—both
established and still emerging. For instance, the great French wines of Burgundy
and Champagne are already well known, but for affordable bottles you can easily
find at your local wine shop, Sussman profiles up-and-coming producers in other
regions, including the Jura, Languedoc-Roussillon, and more. In a similar vein,
California's Napa Valley has for decades been the source of America's most
prestigious wines, but here you'll learn about other areas of the state that are
gaining recognition, from Lodi to the Santa Rita Hills. You'll find user-friendly
"just the highlights" notes for each region, as well as recommendations for
producers and particular bottles to seek out. Diving deep into what makes each
region essential and unique, this comprehensive guides gives new wine drinkers
and enthusiasts alike an inside track on modern wine culture.
In this detailed study of the wines of France, one of the world's leading
authorities on wine discusses every appellation and explains its character and the
best growers. He uses a star system to identify the finest estates. More than 40
specially commissioned maps show the main appellations and wine villages of
France.
A Traveller's Wine Guide to France
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Land and Wine
French Wines
The guide to picking your next bottle
A Guide to the Finest Wine Producers of the Cote D'or, Third Edition
Académie Du Vin Guide to French Wines
Adventures on the Wine Route

Unique, astonishingly comprehensive, and with over 8,000 French wines
selected from 28,000 tasted blind, this ultimate guide offers irresistibly
tempting suggestions. Each entry includes 20 separate pieces of informationmany given in compact symbols and found in this book alone-and there are
four indexes, so you can look up a wine by its name, producer, appellation, or
commune. For every winemaking region in France, you'll get the latest news on
the past year's vintage.
In this fully revised handbook, the authors describe France's most important
wine-producing areas, give the background to the wines, and provide a guide
to visiting the best producers. Includes maps and full-color photos.
Wine lovers appreciate not just the taste of wine and the pleasure it gives
them, they also enjoy the lifestyle and culture associated with it and the values
it conveys. Both a handbook and an illustrated history, this new guide offers all
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readers--from novice to professional--the keys to fully appreciating Bordeaux
wines and their rich culture. Explore the wine châteaux, the Bordeaux wine
trade, the art of wine blending, the rules of tasting, and the best food and wine
pairings, as written by the world-renowned experts of the Bordeaux Wine
School. This comprehensive guide to great wines, terroirs, and grape varieties
includes a wealth of illustrations--lush photographs as well as original
drawings, maps, charts, tables, and diagrams (plus links to 40 instructive
videos)--that make this book essential reading for all wine lovers.
The San Francisco Chronicle has called The World Atlas of Wine "a glorious
book", and now, in its fourth edition, this treasured classic expands its
coverage and enhances its beauty, with stunning updated full-color artwork
throughout. 1,400 illustrations, 84 photos, 185 maps, 24 charts.
Judgment of Paris
Hugh Johnson Pocket Wine 2022
Gilbert and Gaillard Wine Guide 2011
Wine Drinking Culture in France
French Wine For Dummies
The Master Guide
Wines of France
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A newly designed, updated edition of the classic reference traces the
renowned wine expert's tour through the vineyards and cellars of
Bordeaux, Provençe and other regions, where he made vivid
observations of the French countryside and its wines. 20,000 first
printing.
A coffee table style book with high end photography and stories on
Arizona's tasting rooms, wineries, vineyards and winemakers. This
book takes you across the state to explore Arizona's diverse
established and emerging wine industry.
Two wine experts offer a comprehensive guide to thousands of French
wines organized by region, in a guide that details individual wineries
and thorough information about their wines. Original.
JAMES BEARD AWARD WINNER The expanded wine guide from the
creators of Wine Folly, packed with new information for devotees and
newbies alike. Wine Folly became a sensation for its inventive, easy-todigest approach to learning about wine. Now in a new, expanded
hardcover edition, Wine Folly: Magnum Edition is the perfect guide
for anyone looking to take his or her wine knowledge to the next level.
Wine Folly: Magnum Edition includes: • more than 100 grapes and
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wines color-coded by style so you can easily find new wines you'll love;
• a wine region explorer with detailed maps of the top wine regions,
as well as up-and-coming areas such as Greece and Hungary; • wine
labeling and classification 101 for wine countries such as France,
Italy, Spain, Germany, and Austria; • an expanded food and wine
pairing section; • a primer on acidity and tannin--so you can taste
wine like a pro; • more essential tips to help you cut through the
complexity of the wine world and become an expert. Wine Folly:
Magnum Edition is the must-have book for the millions of fans of Wine
Folly and for any budding oenophile who wants to boost his or her
wine knowledge in a practical and fun way. It's the ultimate gift for
any wine lover.
Wine, Food, and the Soul of Italy
The Essential Guide to Turkish Wine
New France
The Wine Bible
Hachette Wine Guide
The Essential Guide to Bordeaux Wines
The Essential French Guide
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Provides a comprehensive guide to the wines of France, describes the winegrowing regions, and recommends classic dishes to match the wines
“Whether you are an avid collector or wine novice, this book offers an
extensive resource in an accessible format.” —Charlie Trotter, Acclaimed Chef
and Award-Winning Author “This book is an invitation to discover the bountiful
wine regions, each different from one another, and is an homage to the beauty
and uniqueness of the delicious wines they produced.” —Georges Duboeuf, Les
Vins Georges Duboeuf “The diversity of French wine is one of its attractions,
but it can seem perplexing...until you pick up this marvelous guide. The route
is well -marked, easy-to-follow, and the destinations are delicious.” —Kermit
Lynch, Wine Merchant and author, Adventures on the Wine Route “...Ed
McCarthy and Mary Ewing-Mulligan lead us by the hand down the road of
adventure to discover the wines of France that they know so well.... In their
relaxed, wise, and mischievous way, they show us the joy and pleasure of
drinking French wine.” —Prince Alain de Polignac, Winemaker, Champagne
Pommery You no longer need to be confused or intimidated by French wine.
Authored by certified wine educators and authors Ed McCarthy and Mary
Ewing-Mulligan, French Wine For Dummies introduces you to the delicious
world of fine French wine. Among other things, you’ll discover how to:
Translate wine labels Identify great wine bargains Develop your own wine
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tastes Match French wines with foods Here’s everything you need to know to
sip and savor the best—and the best-value—Bordeaux, Burgundy, Beaujolais,
Alsace, and other delicious wines. This lighthearted and informative guide
covers: The story of French wine and how it came to dominate the wine world
How the French name and label their wines and why France’s most important
wine regions—including a region-by-region survey of the best vineyards and
their products France’s other wine regions, including Champagne, Alsace, the
Loire Valley, and others So pour yourself a big glass of Beaujolais Nouveau, sit
back, and enjoy the ride as Ed McCarthy and Mary Ewing-Mulligan take you on
an intoxicating journey through the wonderful world of French wine.
Wines of France provides a comprehensive account of the vineyards and wines
of France today. Offering unparalleled range, France has been the world's most
important wine-producing country for more than a hundred years, and is the
source of the major grape varieties now grown all over the world. Extensively
illustrated with photographs and maps of each area, Wines of France reviews
wine production in all regions of France, from the top appellation wines to
discoveries in Vins de France. Selected wines are suggested as an introduction
to each area. From the classics of Burgundy and Bordeaux, to the sparkling
wines of Champagne, and the challenging climates of Alsace and the Loire,
from the Rhone to the Languedoc and Provence, all of France's wine regions
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are included. Each chapter ends with detailed vintage information. France's
wines are better than ever, but have never been so challenged by competition.
Considering the tension between tradition and modernism, Wines of France
asks whether France is still the essential reference point for grape varieties
and wine styles, explains how production is changing in established regions,
and identifies new emerging regions. Leading vineyards and winemakers are
profiled in detail, with suggestions for wines to try and vineyards to visit. With
comprehensive coverage of the wine-producing regions, and reviews of 500
wine producers, this is the indispensable guide to the wines of France.
Contents: The State of France; Burgundy & Beaujolais; Bordeaux & the
Southwest; Champagne & Cremant; Alsace; The Loire; The Rhone; Languedoc
& Provence; The Challenge to France."
The wine world can be intimidating to people who are just starting out. French
wines can add an additional layer of complexity given the different, and less
familiar, ways the wines are classified. Decoding French Wine: A Beginner's
Guide to Enjoying the Fruits of the French Terroir is a short, almost
pocketbook guide, written to help early stage wine drinkers navigate the world
of French wine so they feel comfortable opening up a French wine list and
understand exactly what they are ordering and why. This new second edition
of the book covers the prominent areas of Bordeaux, Loire, Burgundy, Alsace,
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Rhone, Languedoc-Roussillon and Champagne in a short, concise and clear
manner, covering the necessary geography, history and practices of each
region for readers to gain a fundamental understanding of wine growing
throughout the country and begin to explore, and build a familiarity with, wines
from each of these areas.
The French, the Nazis, and the Battle for France's Greatest Treasure
AZ Uncorked
A Modern Guide to the Changing World of Wine
Wine Folly: Magnum Edition
South of Somewhere
The Great Domaines of Burgundy
An Illustrated Guide to French Wines
Confused at the wine store ? You are not alone. French wines are amongst the best in the
world, but their centuries old tradition make them understandable only to the initiated. This
book will help you remember what style of wines each region produces, as well as the main
appellations and their principal varieties. It will help you understand terms used on labels so
you can confidently pick up a bottle of French wine and know what to expect from it. Did you
know that Rasteau Sec is dry, but Champagne Sec is not ? Or the difference between PouillyFumé, Pouilly-Fuissé, Pouilly-Loché and Pouilly-Vinzelles ? Or which is the only Côte de Nuits
Grand Cru that produces white wine ? While this book will help you remember all this
information when you are picking your next bottle, you can also use it as a reference. Most
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Read Book French Wine Guide Book
French appellations, including the Grand Cru of Alsace and Bourgogne are cross-referenced,
and a vintage chart and map of the main varieties is included. All winemaking regions are
discussed: Alsace, Champagne, Beaujolais, Bordeaux, Bourgogne (Burgundy), Jura & Savoie,
Languedoc-Roussillon, the Loire valley, Provence & Corse (Corsica), the Rhône valley and the
South-West of France. If you are studying for the Court of Master Sommeliers (CMS), Wines
and Spirit Education Trust (WSET) or French Wine Scholar (FWS), this book can be a good
preparatory reading. It highlights the essential information about each region as well as dives
deeper into the appellations and what makes them special.
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